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Abstract
using undoped epitaxial Si channels with inserted oxygen layers.
The effects of boron transient enhanced diffusion (TED) on
threshold voltage (Vth) mismatch were investigated. Suppression
of boron TED was effective for reducing Vth mismatch of steep
retrograde doping devices as well as flat doping profile devices.
th mismatch, Retrograde doping, Undoped
epitaxial channel, Boron, Transient enhanced diffusion

I. INTRODUCTION
Threshold voltage (Vth) variation has become a serious
issue in planar devices [1]. Various Vth variation sources have
been reported such as random dopant fluctuation (RDF) [2],
the gate oxide thickness [3], line edge roughness of the gate
electrodes [4], variation of gate crystallinity [5], depletion of
gate poly-Si [6], halo implantation [7], and interface state
density and fixed oxide charges [8]. Among them, RDF has
the largest impact on Vth variation [1]. Furthermore, it has
been reported that Vth variation in NMOSFETs is larger than
that in PMOSFETs due to transient enhanced diffusion (TED)
of channel boron atoms. The discussion is based on Vth
dependences on gate width and back bias (Vb) [9].
It has been reported that steeper retrograde doping profiles
can reduce RDF [10]. Undoped epitaxial Si growth on active
regions incorporating a carbon-doped diffusion blocking layer
can result in steeper doing profiles [11]. Thicker undoped Si
thickness (Tepi) is also effective [12]. However, the effect of
boron TED on Vth variation in undoped epitaxial Si channel
devices has not been reported.

layers can inhibit diffusion of dopants to Si surface because of
a strong interaction of the inserted oxygen layers with
interstitial silicon (I-Si) atoms [14]. The other effect of
inserted oxygen layers than I-Si trapping is electron sub-band
repopulation for increase of effective electron mobility ( eff)
[15]. Undoped epitaxial Si channels with inserted oxygen
layers were therefore grown on active regions after channel
activation. The gate oxide film was SiO2 with an electrical
thickness in strong inversion (Tinv) of 3.8 nm. It is known that
the degree of boron TED depends on activation annealing
conditions [16]. After extension and deep S/D implantation
steps, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was carried out at 992°C
for 10 s with the ramping rate of 75°C/s for this study. Halo
implantation was skipped. The devices were evaluated in
linear region with drain voltage of 50 mV or 0.1 V.

Fig. 1. Sample preparation flow.

In this work, firstly, the effect of boron TED on Vth
mismatch of paired devices ( Vth) was studied further using
NMOSFETs without boron TED. In the next, undoped
epitaxial Si channel NMOSFETs were fabricated. The effects
of boron TED on
Vth were investigated by changing
extension and deep source/drain (S/D) conditions.
II. EXPERIMENTS
Fig. 1 shows the sample preparation flow. NMOSFETs
were fabricated on Si (100) wafers. Channel direction was
<110>. To eliminate boron TED induced by extension and
deep S/D implantation, channel implantation was carried out
after S/D activation for post-S/D Vth-controlled devices [13].
NMOSFETs with or without undoped epitaxial Si growth
were fabricated. Fig. 2 shows the cross-sectional schematic
images of the devices. It has been shown that inserted oxygen

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional schematic images of the devices.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows Vth dependences on the designed gate length
(Lg) of the reference devices and post-S/D Vth-controlled
devices. The designed gate width (Wg) of the reference
devices was from 0.2 m to 10 m. Post-S/D Vth-controlled
devices did not show reverse short channel effect (RSCE)

since boron TED was eliminated. In the reference devices,
both RSCE and reverse narrow channel effect were observed
since TED makes boron concentration near the extension
regions higher and that near the active corners lower. To focus
on the impact of the higher boron concentration regions near
the extension regions on Vth, the devices with Wg of 0.5 m
and wider were evaluated. Fig. 4 shows Vth of the reference
devices and post-S/D Vth-controlled devices. It was directly
demonstrated that boron pileup near the extension regions
induced by TED degraded Vth.

Fig. 3. Vth dependences on Lg of the reference devices and post-S/D
Vth-controlled devices.

Fig. 4.
Vth dependences on channel size of the reference devices and
post-S/D Vth-controlled devices. 153 paired devices were measured.

Fig. 5 shows eff dependences on effective electrical field
(Eeff) of the epitaxial Si channel devices with various Tepi at
room temperature. eff was characterized using split CV
method. Tepi was varied from 5 nm to 15 nm. Channel dose
was constant for all samples. At low Eeff, eff became higher
with thicker Tepi since impurity scattering was suppressed
[17]. On the other hand, at high Eeff, eff became higher with
thinner Tepi since the effect of electron population to -2
valleys induced by inserted oxygen layers becomes larger in
thinner Tepi [15]. This result suggested successful integration
of undoped epitaxial Si channels with inserted oxygen layers.

Fig. 5.

eff

dependences on Eeff with various Tepi.

Fig. 6 shows Vth dependences on channel BF2+ dose. Both
Lg and Wg were 10 m. To match Vth, the epitaxial Si channel
devices required higher channel dose than the reference
devices. Fig. 7 shows Vth dependences on Lg with various Tepi.
Channel dose was increased for the epitaxial Si channel
devices to match Vth at long Lg as shown in Fig. 6. Arsenic
ions were implanted into extension and deep S/D regions. The
epitaxial Si channel devices showed stronger RSCE than the
reference devices as Tepi became thicker.

Fig. 6. Vth dependences on channel BF2+ dose with various Tepi at
Wg/Lg=10 m/10 m.

Fig. 7. Vth dependences on Lg with various Tepi. Channel dose was tuned to
match long channel Vth.

Using blanket wafers, boron depth profiles were
investigated. Fig. 8 shows SIMS results of boron depth
profiles in the channel, extension, and deep S/D regions of the
epitaxial Si channel devices. Tepi was 25 nm. Arsenic ions
were implanted into the extension and deep S/D regions. The
channel profile of the reference device is also shown. Channel
BF2+ dose was constant for all wafers. Using inserted oxygen
layers, steep retrograde doping profile was formed in the
channel region. In the extension and deep S/D regions,
however, boron diffusion to Si surface was observed. It was
found that the origin of RSCE in the epitaxial Si channel
devices was induced by TED of boron atoms. In addition, it
was suggested that higher boron concentration under the
epitaxial Si films than the reference devices enhanced RSCE.
To suppress RSCE, extension and deep S/D implantation
conditions were modified to reduce the number of I-Si atoms.
Fig. 9 shows process simulation results for the depth profiles
of I-Si atoms in extension and deep S/D regions. The number
of I-Si atoms can be reduced by reducing dose and changing
ions from As+ to P+. Fig. 10 shows Vth dependences on Lg with
various extension and deep S/D implantation conditions for
Tepi of 5 nm and 10 nm. Both extension and deep S/D
implantation conditions had impacts on Vth-Lg characteristics.
RSCE was successfully suppressed by reducing the number of
I-Si atoms for both Tepi cases.

steeper than those of the reference devices. At Lg=10 m, of
the epitaxial Si channel devices did not depend on extension
and deep S/D implantation conditions. Whereas, at Lg=0.3 m,
of the epitaxial Si channel devices became smaller as RSCE
became stronger. This result suggests that stronger RSCE
conditions degraded steepness of channel doping profiles near
the extension regions of the epitaxial Si channel devices.

Fig. 8. Boron profiles in the channel, extension, and deep S/D regions of
the epitaxial Si channel devices with Tepi=25 nm.

Fig. 9. Simulated depth profiles of I-Si atoms in (a) extension and
(b) deep S/D regions.

Fig. 11. Body factor dependences on Vth at (a) Lg=10 m for Tepi=5 nm,
(b) Lg=0.3 m for Tepi=5 nm, (c) Lg=10 m for Tepi=10 nm, and
(d) Lg=0.3 m for Tepi=10 nm. Wg=10 m.

Fig. 12 shows typical results of Vth of the epitaxial Si
channel devices for Tepi=5 nm and 10 nm. Only extension and
deep S/D conditions were changed. Vth mismatch was reduced
by the epitaxial Si channels and by suppression of boron TED.
Fig. 13 shows Vth mismatch slope dependences on Vth. It was
found that suppression of TED to retain the steepness of
channel doping profiles even near the extension regions was
effective to reduce Vth in the epitaxial Si channel devices.
For increased Tepi up to 10 nm, Vth mismatch slope reduction
by more than 50% was achieved at Vth~0.32 V.

Fig. 10. Vth dependences on Lg with various extension and deep S/D
conditions of the epitaxial Si channel devices. (a) Tepi=5 nm and
(b) Tepi=10 nm. Channel dose was constant for each Tepi. Wg=10 m

It has been reported that steepness of channel doping
profiles can be evaluated using Vth dependences on Vb, body
factor ( ) [11], [18]. Fig. 11 shows dependences on Vth for
Tepi=5 nm and 10 nm. For both Tepi cases, the epitaxial Si
channel devices showed larger than the reference devices at
Lg=10 m. This result suggests that channel doping profiles at
the channel center of the epitaxial Si channel devices were

In this study, boron TED was suppressed by reducing the
number of I-Si atoms in extension and deep S/D implantation
steps. But, this approach has a negative impact on device
performance. Fig. 14 shows series resistance (Rsd) with
different extension and deep S/D conditions. Smaller RSCE
conditions degraded Rsd. As devices are scaled, higher Rsd
degrades drain current severely. Therefore, other approaches
to maintain low Rsd with suppressing RSCE are needed. It has
been reported that higher ramping rate annealing [16] and
carbon co-implantation [19] can suppress TED. In addition to
undoped epitaxial Si growth with inserted oxygen layers, such
technologies should be applied for reducing Vth variation.
IV. CONCLUSION
The effects of boron TED on Vth mismatch in undoped
epitaxial Si channel NMOSFETs with inserted oxygen layers
have been investigated. From RSCE, body factor, and SIMS
results, it can be concluded that Vth mismatch in undoped
epitaxial Si channel devices can be successfully reduced by

suppressing boron TED to maintain steepness of channel
doping profiles near the extension regions in addition to those
at the channel center. Vth mismatch reduction of more than
50% at matched Vth for the epitaxial Si channel devices
compared to the reference devices has been achieved. The
results are useful for design of low Vth variation devices.
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